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A synthetic enamel for rapid tooth repair
Seamless fixing of an early caries lesion can be achieved without prior excavation.
he conventional treatment of
packed array after 3 min (Fig.1e),and
a
d
dental caries involves mechaniare three-dimensionally stacked after
cal removal of the affected part
15 min (Fig. 1f). The acidic condiand filling of the hole with a resin or
tions probably contribute to the
metal alloy1–4. But this method is
fast growth of highly crystalline
hydroxyapatite by dissociating the
not ideal for tiny early lesions5,6
calcium phosphate clusters into
because a disproportionate amount
calcium and phosphate ions10,11; the
of healthy tooth must be removed
to make the alloy or resin stick. Here
clusters would otherwise slow growth
b
e
we describe a dental paste of synrates and cause low crystallinity.
thetic enamel that rapidly and
We have shown that our synthetic
seamlessly repairs early caries
material can reconstruct enamel
lesions by nanocrystalline growth,
without prior excavation, in a
with minimal wastage of the natural
process that not only repairs early
enamel.
caries lesions but can also help
The human tooth is protected
to prevent their reoccurrence by
by enamel of 1–2 mm thickness
strengthening the natural enamel. In
c
f
that is composed of hydroxyapatite
the clinic, the paste should not come
(Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) crystals. In early
into contact with the gums, where
its acidity and its high concentration
caries lesions, acid-forming bacteria
of hydrogen peroxide could cause
cause microscopic damage to the
inflammation (though materials
enamel, creating cavities that are less
with similarly adverse properties are
than 50 m deep. Such cavities canalready used on patients12).
not be repaired by simple setting of
restorative materials because these
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